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Abstract 

A recent paper on the ancient birds Archaeopteryx and Confuciusornis has shown that their feathers 

would not be able to support the weight of the birds in flight. The authors therefore suggested that the 

birds could not fly. This suggestion remains debatable since other authors have highlighted various 

features that indicate these birds did fly. In this paper, values for gravity which would enable these 

birds to fly with weaker feathers are calculated based on the controversial theory that palaeogravity 

was less. These values are then compared with earlier estimates of palaeogravity derived from a range 

of other life forms from approximately the same time period. 
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Ancient birds had feathers that look a lot like 

those of living birds. Since most birds use 

feathers for flight it has been widely suggested 

that they must have flown.
[16,17,20,31,32]

 But 

many ancient birds seem too heavy to fly in 

today’s gravity and it has also been argued that 

they didn’t fly.
[18,25,26,29]

 The whole issue 

remains controversial with some studies 

indicating that they would be incapable of 

flying while others conclude the opposite.  

One bird that has been widely studied for 

many years is Archaeopteryx (see figure 1). 

The recent fossil finds of the Confuciusornis 

bird have not been studied as intensively but 

this will probably change in the future since 

there are now hundreds of fossils. One 

interesting recent study of the flying ability of 

the ancient birds Archaeopteryx and 

Confuciusornis, by Robert L. Nudds and 

Gareth J. Dyke, analysed the strength of the 

fossil feathers of the birds to determine if the 

feathers could support the weight of the bird 

during flight.
[14]

 Based on the strength of the 

feathers they concluded that both birds ‘were 

not capable of flight’.  

The main strength in a primary flight feather is 

provided by a central shaft known as the 

rachis. All the barbs of the feather are attached 

to this central shaft so it must be strong 

enough to withstand the lift generated on the 

wing without buckling. During flight the 

feathers must be able to support a lift force 

that is at least equal to the weight of the bird 

(mass x gravity) so the authors calculated this 

buckling limit to infer the flight capabilities of 

the ancient birds. As modern-day birds change 

direction they generate forces greater than the 

weight of the bird, so modern-day birds have 

additional factors of safety to allow for this 

increased loading. Nudds and Dyke found that 

even if they assumed a small factor of safety 

and completely solid feathers the ancient 

feather was weaker than expected for a similar 

sized modern-day bird. The calculations 

revealed that the feathers of both birds were so 

weak that they would buckle if the birds 

attempted to fly. 
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The conclusion the authors reached was that 

both Archaeopteryx and Confuciusornis would 

not be able to flap their wings without 

buckling the feathers. Nudds and Dyke 

suggested that both birds may only have been 

capable of gliding down with their wings held 

outstretched to reduce the forces on the 

feathers of the wing. They would need to 

climb up a tree again to be able to repeat this 

technique. Flapping flight was not possible. 

Even this concept of a gliding bird produced 

very low safety factors which were well below 

those of modern birds. 

Both birds however have feathered wings that 

appear to be capable of generating 

aerodynamic lift so the finding that the 

feathers would be incapable of supporting the 

weight of the birds generated intense debate. 

Gregory S. Paul replied that the ‘total biology 

of the birds indicates that they could achieve 

flapping flight’ and suggested there might be 

errors in either the mass estimates of the birds 

or the shaft diameters of the feathers.
[19]

 

Xiaoting Zheng et al recognised that the 

innovative analysis offered important new 

insights into bird evolution. However, they 

believed that some recently collected data for 

Confuciusornis indicating thicker main shaft 

diameters, about twice those used in the 

original calculations, would mean that their 

conclusions would need to be further 

evaluated. But despite this they noted that 

‘even our measurements are considerably 

smaller than the predicted rachis diameter of 

primary feathers with similar feather length in 

similarly sized extant birds’.
[33]

 Nudds and 

Dyke responded to these two comments by 

agreeing that their model is of course 

dependent on the data fed into it, but 

calculating the maximum lift forces 

sustainable by a bird still provides a novel way 

of estimating the flight capabilities of ancient 

birds. Using the other values suggested still 

indicated the birds were not capable of 

flapping flight and the feather’s strength was 

barely enough for gliding.[15] 

One alternative hypothesis that would enable a 

bird to fly with weak feathers is the notion that 

the weight of the bird was less because gravity 

was less. The hypothesis that ancient life has 

been significantly affected by a weaker 

palaeogravity is a controversial proposal that 

has only been seriously discussed by a small 

number of authors.
[1-13,21-24,27,28]

 However, the 

strength of fossil feathers has never been used 

to estimate the strength of ancient gravity so 

this would introduce an interesting new 

alternative method of calculation. 

Nudds and Dyke calculated the body mass     

of Archaeopteryx and Confuciusornis 

respectively as 0.276kg and 0.5kg based on 

their size in relation to modern birds. They 

also estimated the downward force required so 

the feathers were ‘strong enough to sustain a 

force equal to their body weight’ as equivalent 

to a mass of 0.188kg and 0.215kg respectively 

in today’s gravity. The authors calculated their 

weight assuming the prevalent concept that 

ancient gravity was equal to the present. They 

then rejected the possibility of flight because 

they thought ‘their body masses are unlikely to 

be this low’. However, if gravity was less on 

the ancient Earth then the weight of the birds 

would also be less. This allows us to calculate 

palaeogravity relatively easily by assuming 

that the ancient birds were able to fly with 

weaker feathers by today’s standards. In a 

reduced gravity the weight (mass x gravity) 

would be reduced to the appropriate level 

Figure 1.  Fossil Archaeopteryx showing feather impressions 
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required for flight. So ancient gravity (ga) can 

be calculated from: 

        ga  = Fa / Mp 

where Fa is taken as the maximum ancient 

force produced by the birds’ wings, and Mp is 

the mass of the bird. 

For Archaeopteryx: 

        ga  = Fa / Mp   

  = 0.188 / 0.276   

  = 0.68g 

As at about 145 million years ago relative 

ancient gravity is calculated as 68% of present 

gravity. 

For Confuciusornis: 

                ga  = Fa / Mp   

  = 0.215 / 0.5   

  = 0.43g 

As at about 120 million years ago relative 

ancient gravity is calculated as 43% of present 

gravity. 

It should also be mentioned that Zheng et al 

queried the measurements of Confuciusornis 

and noted ‘the rachises of primary feathers of 

confuciusornithids measure 2.1mm to 2.3mm 

in diameter on four Tianyu specimens, 

about twice as large as the 

measurements reported by Nudds and 

Dyke’.
[33]

 However, even these 

measurements are still less than modern 

birds of a similar size. For example, C. 

palumbus has a body mass of 0.49kg 

with a rachis feather diameter of 

2.97mm, and the smaller L. ridibundus 

with a body mass of 0.284kg has a 

feather rachis diameter of 2.6mm. It is 

clear that even if the measurements 

need to be adjusted they are still 

considerably lower than modern birds 

require when flying.  

Previous estimates of ancient gravity 

have been derived from a range of other 

life forms from approximately the same time 

period.
[6]

 These previous estimates for 

palaeogravity can usefully be compared with 

the calculations obtained in this paper for 

birds. The leg bone strengths of Diplodocus, 

Allosaurus and Giraffatitan have given 

approximate values of palaeogravity as 0.51g, 

0.5g and 0.56g relative to today’s gravity. The 

neck ligament strength of Diplodocus has been 

calculated to indicate an approximate 

palaeogravity of 0.53g. The blood pressure of 

Giraffatitan indicates an approximate 

palaeogravity of 0.48g. The dynamic similarity 

of Giraffatitan compared with present-day life 

indicates a palaeogravity of 0.61g. Previously 

unpublished additional estimates are also in a 

similar range for palaeogravity. Thus it 

appears that the estimates of ancient gravity 

from fossil bird feathers are in broad 

agreement with bone and ligament strength, 

blood pressure and dynamic-similarity 

calculations on a range of other life from that 

time. The values for palaeogravity obtained 

from Archaeopteryx and Confuciusornis are 

shown on a graph in figure 2 with the other 

estimates of palaeogravity mentioned above 

shown for comparison. 

Figure 2.  Palaeogravity estimates obtained from primary feather 
strengths of Archaeopteryx and Confuciusornis compared with a range 
of other estimates. 
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Nudds and Dyke found that the 

feather lengths of the two   

birds Archaeopteryx and 

Confuciusornis were very 

similar to present-day birds of 

a similar size but the rachises 

were narrower. They checked 

their calculations against a 

range of present-day birds and 

found they could predict the 

rachis size accurately for 

modern-day birds based on the 

feather length. Further work by 

Wang et al seems to confirm 

this view.
[30]

 This is interesting 

for calculations of ancient 

gravity since it may be possible 

to use any fossil primary 

feather to calculate ancient 

gravity so long as the length of 

the feather and the diameter of 

the main shaft can be 

accurately determined. This 

indicates a useful area for 

future research. 
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